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Abstract. This paper presents a cross-lingual sentiment analysis of
news articles using zero-shot and few-shot learning. The study aims to
classify the Croatian news articles with the positive, negative, and neutral sentiment using the Slovene dataset. The system is based on a trilingual BERT-based model trained in three languages: English, Slovene,
Croatian. The paper analyses different setups of using datasets in two
languages and proposes a simple multi-task model to perform sentiment
classification. The evaluation is performed using the few-shot and zeroshot scenarios in single-task and multi-task experiments for Croatian and
Slovene.
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1

Introduction

Sentiment analysis is one of the most exciting applications of Natural Language
Processing. This field encompasses text analysis ranging from the average customer reviews of online products and movies to user-generated text from social
media platforms. Other applications include the analysis of financial news [2,7]
for stock market movement. While the field has a vast span across multiple subareas, here we are interested in sentiment analysis of news articles. This paper
focuses on improving sentiment analysis of Croatian news articles tagged with
coarse-grained sentiment tags. Since Slovene and Croatian belong to the same
(sub)family of Slavic languages, Slovene was chosen as the hub language and in
the context of rather a small dataset available for Croatian.
We seen the following items as the main contributions of our work:a) the
mutual dependence of the sentiment analysis task at three levels (i.e., documentlevel, paragraph-level, and sentence-level) is leveraged to improve the performance
of cross-lingual sentiment analysis; b) shared language encoder representations
across both languages are proposed and c) a language from the same language
family is used for cross-lingual sentiment transfer1 .
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Related Work

The previous state-of-the-art computational processes for sentiment analysis relied on sentiment lexicons [17] as well as other classical methods like TF-IDF
[11] and dealing with various features along with SVM [13]. As automatic feature
extraction became a common trend with the usage of deep learning techniques
[15,18], the Convolutional Neural Nets [21] took the lead, and then gradually have
been replaced by various Recurrent Neural Networks approaches [9,16,23,12].
The machine-translation, as one of the well-studied cross-lingual techniques,
also aids to sentiment labelling. Its application ranges from lexicon translation
[1,3] up to instance translations [20]. Several recent works have explored the
use of transformers in multi-task learning setup for mono-lingual [5] and multilingual setups [6,22] for sentiment classification.
The closest work upon which our research is built [14] performs zero-shot
sentiment learning on Croatian news articles by enriching a masked language
model (mBERT) [8] using sentiment tags from the SentiNews and Croatian
news sentiment dataset. Our work is novel because of the way we use the dataset.
Previous work does not utilise paragraph-level and sentence-level annotations for
document-level classification but uses them for pre-training a masked-language
model. We utilise these annotations in a multi-task setup for aiding the sentiment
classification task for Croatian.

3

Datasets

We use two datasets in our experiments.
SentiNews Dataset in Slovene This is a manually annotated dataset
[4]2 in the domain of news. It contains 10,427 documents. All annotations have
three levels of granularity, i.e., document, paragraph, and sentence-level. The
dataset covers news from economics, finance, and politics published between 1
September 2007 and 31 December 2013. It contains all instance annotations of
each annotator, along with the news content and the final sentiment label. The
dataset has been annotated at a five-point Likert scale and has mapping onto
three labels (Positive, Negative, and Neutral) using the scale’s average score.
The overall distribution of this dataset is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Slovene and Croatian dataset statistics.
Lang

Level Examples Positive Negative Neutral
Documents 10,427
1,665
3,337
5,425
Slovene Paragraphs 89,999
14,636
23,721
51,642
Sentences 165,071
27,091
44,629
93,351
Croatian Documents
2,025
325
456
1,244
2
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Sentiment Dataset in Croatian The Croatian dataset 3 was created using guidelines similar to those of the SentiNews dataset. The text content comes
from the Croatian 24sata daily news portal. It covers topics such as health,
lifestyle, and automotive news. Table 1 shows the statistics for this dataset. Like
the Slovenian corpus, this dataset is also annotated with 3-class sentiment labels and covers the same domain. However, it does not contain paragraph and
sentence-level annotations. Both datasets present an imbalanced-class distribution phenomenon.

4

Methodology

We strive to leverage contextual information from the Slovene dataset accessible
at three distinct levels and dataset from Croatian in our proposed system to
promote knowledge transfer between two languages. As Croatian and Slovene
proved to have the highest level of mutual intelligibility among three South
Slavic languages (Croatian, Slovene and Bulgarian) represented in the mutual
intelligibility study [10], we hypothesise Slovene could be the right candidate
as a hub language for cross-lingual knowledge transfer to Croatian. Also, both
datasets belong to the same text type – news. A simple multi-task learning setup
with three different task heads is employed. Here, each task head represents the
classification layer responsible for classifying the given instance of a particular
type. The instances are of three types, namely document-level, paragraph-level,
and sentence-level. The document-classification layer is trained by concatenating
the Croatian and Slovene dataset. The paragraph-classification and the sentenceclassification layer are only fed with Slovene instances since the Croatian dataset
does not provide this information.
A shared encoder is used for feature extraction, enabling feature sharing
across all three tasks and both languages. Our model is trained in five different
scenarios in total, while the overall architecture is presented in Fig. 1. In the zeroshot learning setting, we do not use the Croatian data in training. However, use
the Croatian test for reporting the performance.
1. Single-task-SL-Zero-shot-HR - Train only Slovene document-level data.
In this setting, the Slovene data is used in the zero-shot setting for the
Croatian sentiment analysis.
2. Multi-task-SL-Zero-shot-HR - Train using all three levels on Slovene
data. This setting is the same as the previous one, except that all three
classification heads were learning respective tasks using Slovene data. We
did not use any Croatian data in this or previous setting.
3. Single-task-HR - Train only using Croatian document-level data. This
setting is a classic fine-tuning setup involving a single head learning classification on a single dataset.
3
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4. Multi-task-HR+SL - Train with Croatian (document-level) and Slovene
data (all three levels). We concatenated the respective document-level instances from respective languages at the same time. The other heads were
trained using compatible instances from Slovene datasets.
5. Single-task-HR+SL - Train with Slovene and Croatian data (documentlevel). This approach is similar to the previous one, but the single documentlevel classification head is trained.

Fig. 1. The overall architecture of the proposed system. A shared encoder and three
specific classification heads.

5

Experimental Setup

This section presents a brief description of the pre-processing steps, followed by
the details of the experiments.
5.1

Preprocessing

A few pre-processing steps were performed on the dataset.
1. The empty string values, which have neutral tags, were dropped. As null
strings have no content, we decided to drop these instances.
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2. The strings based on content were de-duplicated. Many strings in the dataset
were duplicates. We performed this step in order to prevent leakage of the
instances into validation or test set split.
Table 2 depicts the overall distribution of the dataset. There is a drop of 3k
instances in the sentence-level Slovene dataset.
Table 2. Dataset statistics after preprocessing.
Language Level
Examples Positive Negative Neutral
Documents
10,417
1,665
3,337
5,418
Slovene
Paragraphs
86,803
14,270
23,265 49,268
Sentences
161,291
26,679
44,014 90,598
Croatian Documents
1,988
321
450
1,217

5.2

Language Model - Shared encoder

Our pipeline used a shared encoder based on a BERT-based masked language
model. The tri-lingual model named CroSloEngual [19] trained with three languages (Slovene, Croatian, and English) on 5.9 billion tokens altogether. This
model was chosen as it considers two languages that we are interested in transferring knowledge. The model outperforms the mBERT [8] for the task of Part
of Speech (POS) tagging, Named Entity Recognition (NER) and dependency
parsing for these three languages.

5.3

Experiments

In the datasets defined in Table 2, the data is split into 80:20 train-test split
in a stratified fashion. The 10% or a proportionate train set is kept aside as a
development set, since all the datasets differ in size. All datasets are combined in
a single collection. The combined datasets behave as our size-proportional population. Our model is trained sequentially in a single-task setting by randomly
sampling tasks from this collection. Using the test set from Croatian and Slovene,
we evaluated our proposed approach. Table 3 shows the model configuration. All
our models were trained using Nvidia RTX 3090 (24GB) with a batch size of 32.
All hyperparameters were constant during the whole experiments except epoch
which varied from 5 for a single task to 3 for a multi-task setup. These values
were chosen to prevent overfitting on the train set. The overall training time for
the MTL setup was 3 hours. We evaluated the performance on the development
set and chose the best model for reporting test performance.
Table 3 reports all the results of our experiment.
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Table 3. Model Configurations.
Parameters
Values
Optimizer
Adam (lr =2e-5)
Loss
Categorical cross-entropy
Output
Softmax
Batch
32
Epochs
3-STL & 5-MTL
Dropout
0.3
Labels
3

5.4

Results

The single-task (STL) results and the multi-task (MTL) setup results are reported in Table 4. Precision, recall, and F1 are macro averaged for all the experiments. We used a simple majority-class classifier as our baseline. Our MTL
setup with Croatian and Slovene dataset outperforms the other settings for Croatian sentiment classification. However, it does not perform best when tested on
document-level classification for Slovene. There is a small drop in the performance similar to what was previously reported by [14]. The second-best performing model for Croatian is the single-task variant with Slovene and Croatian
data. The worst performing model on Croatian was the MTL with only Slovene
data and the STL model, which was performing zero-shot learning. Nevertheless,
the SL MTL performs better on Slovene test-sets. The HR STL, which used the
least amount of data compared to other settings, seemed to perform at par with
SL STL in F1(55.61 vs 56.95), but both had contrasting precision and recall.
For paragraph-level, SL MTL has similar performance to SL+HR MTL, but
we see a slight drop in performance in the latter case. A similar observation can
be made for sentence-level classification.

Table 4. Results of the experiments. Since the datasets are imbalanced, we present
macro-averaged precision, recall, and F1 measure.
Train set
Document
P
R
F1
Majority class 17.33 33.33 22.80
SL STL
70.56 71.65 71.07
SL MTL
73.15 77.66 74.86
HR STL
56.84 44.92 43.86
SL+HR STL 68.99 72.14 70.16
SL+HR MTL 72.32 78.00 74.21

Test set
Slovene
Paragraph
Sentence
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
18.91 33.33 24.13 18.72 33.33 23.97
70.58 73.50 71.83 68.77 70.13 69.40
70.36 74.03 71.84 68.32 70.34 69.21

Croatian
Document
P
R
F1
20.43 33.33 25.33
57.88 63.86 55.61
56.48 62.83 50.07
61.41 56.34 56.95
62.80 64.66 63.53
63.01 67.54 63.86
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7

Discussion

The research presented in this paper has revealed that having a small amount of
target language (Croatian) data helps in overall cross-lingual transfer learning.
Adding data from another language hinders the source language task’s performance but improves task performance in the target language. Comparing our
work with [14], which proposes joint optimisation of language modelling task
and paragraph-level sentiment analysis for the document-level sentiment classification, we did not perform any intermediate training but utilised the available
annotation directly at the fine-tuning stage. Another significant difference is the
use of a trilingual shared encoder which performs better than mBERT. We have
qualitatively analysed the MTL model’s errors on the test set and discovered
that the model does pick up cues from the sentiment bearing words from the
input. However, the analysis of these errors would be beyond the scope of this
paper. The current model tags the news document as positive or negative when
it finds positive or negative words in neutral news. The articles, which are advertisements or recipes, contain words with positive sentiment. Most of the errors
belong to this class. Since our encoder has fixed-length input, the truncated text
prevents correct classification. We can solve this problem by performing a sliding window sampling over the text or using the beginning and the end of each
article.

7

Conclusion

We presented an overall setup for cross-lingual sentiment analysis (SA) of Croatian news documents using a Multi-task learning approach. The goal was to
perform knowledge transfer using existing datasets and models to aid SA in
Croatian. For this purpose, we used a large Slovene SentiNews corpus created
similarly to the Croatian corpus.
The publicly available trained trilingual BERT-based language model for feature representation was utilised and used as a shared encoder for the downstream
tasks. We combined the Croatian and Slovene datasets for document-level classification and trained three different classification heads. The results show that
the MTL setup outperformed the STL setup for Croatian.
In the future, we would like to experiment more in an under-resourced setting
for Slovene and balance the dataset among distinct levels. Another interesting
approach would be to use each level of the datasets individually in a hierarchical fashion to help with the next level’s classification task. For example, using
sentence-level features to aid the paragraph classification could be fused into the
document-level prediction process. We believe that processing documents from
different text types and topics separately would be an easier task. Therefore,
in our future work, we plan to cluster documents into text-types and topics
like recipes, advertisements or obituaries and process them separately. Also, our
experiment setting could be further checked by running it for other language
pairs supported by this CroSloEngual BERT-based model: English-Slovene and
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English-Croatian. In this way, we could verify whether the genetically and typologically distant language, as English here is, would contribute to the performance.
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